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- Thanks to Enid Slack and the Institute on Municipal Finance and Governance.
- Thanks to Diamante Development Corporation for funding fellowship.
- Pay tribute to its namesakes, Blanche and Sandy van Ginkel.

- How to finance the Metrolinx regional transportation plan is a hot topic.
- Also interesting that Minister of Transportation (Chiarelli) has stated that the governance 
question is back on the table.
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- Why is transportation a hot topic?
- In two years since a TTC collector struck a nerve by falling asleep in his booth, 
Torontonians have awakened to transportation challenges facing the region.
- Frustration with service quality has broached broader public debate about sustainability of 
current approaches.
- Perception that “the city that works” has become a city falling behind.
- Toronto suffering from range of transportation-related social, economic, and 
environmental costs.
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- We're familiar with them because they’ve made the headlines again and again.
- David Hulchanski’s analysis of income polarization: poverty has shifted from city’s centre to 
its edges where transit access is poor.
- OECD has pegged productivity losses and economic costs resulting from congestion in the 
region at $6 billion / year.
- Toronto’s medical officer of health estimated that vehicular air pollution causes 440 deaths 
and 1700 hospitalizations / year in megacity alone.
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- Collective inability to address these challenges has come to be seen as a failure of 
coordination.
- Just look at slide to see why.
- Satellite view shows region’s built environment.
- Rapid urbanization and sprawl over last half century combined with inability of successive 
governments to manage growth has produced contiguous belt of low-density sprawl 
stretching from Hamilton to Oshawa.
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- Travel patterns don’t respect boundaries, but they have proliferated.
- Map shows patchwork of local governments.
- Together, they operate ten local conventional transit systems.
- Responsibility also shared vertically among orders of government and calls for private 
sector involvement increasingly being heard.
- As region has expanded and number of actors has increased, achieving coordination has 
become more complicated.
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- Coordination problem not a new one: have been talking about it since 1960s.
- This Toronto Star article from 1987 proposes merging GO Transit and the TTC.
- Continued “failure” to address range of coordination problems has renewed that call.
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- Toronto councillor (Frances Nunziata) introduced motion at March council meeting asking 
province to assume responsibility for the TTC.
- Media has reported that mayor Rob Ford’s staff raised idea of takeover in discussions with 
Queen’s Park.
- As mayoral candidates, George Smitherman and Rocco Rossi talked about uploading parts 
of the system.
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- Research objective: determine what factors promote or impede regional coordination or 
transportation.
- Project on transportation generally, but this talk focuses in on transit specifically.
- Approach employs multiple measures including primary document research and interviews.
- Interviews with key informants involved in transportation including: senior public servants, 
politicians, and leaders from community and private sector.
- Questions informed by theory and background research and include: the range of problems 
that require coordination and their state of resolution, the role of politicians, the public, the 
private sector and civil society, and how coordination can be promoted.



LONDON SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO
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- Comparative study of London, San Francisco and Toronto regions - each with different 
histories, contexts, approaches to governance, and success in addressing coordination.

- London is in a unitary state; authority over transportation is centralized in a regional 
authority.
- San Francisco’s experience is influenced by the principle of local home rule, and a history of 
coordinating transit systems through regional agency that dates back to 1970s.
- Toronto’s history replete with fragmented authority and unrealized attempts at 
coordination.

- This talk a chance to share early and tentative insights before going abroad to work on the 
others, and to receive input.
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- Three early insights informed by research:
1. Coordination does not require amalgamation;
2. The governance model will affect the outcome;
3. Financial tools can be used to promote coordination.

- Remainder of presentation walks through these insights.
- A place to start, not ready-made solutions to complex governance and finance challenges 
facing region, so will also raise questions about next steps.



1. COORDINATION DOES NOT REQUIRE 
AMALGAMATION
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- Start out by discussing transit’s local and regional implications, before tracing genesis of 
fragmented region that does a better job of reflecting local preferences for it than dealing 
with its regional implications.
- A surprising amount of coordination does take place in spite of fragmentation.



Image used under Creative Commons from striatic
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- Focus of recent debate on transit’s regional implications - elements that require 
coordination like cross boundary services, fare integration, etc.
- Local implications less emphasized but not unimportant (which these buttons that carry the 
name and tile pattern of local subway stations draw attention to)
- 85 percent of all transit trips in Toronto region taken by TTC; many don’t cross municipal 
boundaries.
- Demand for transit varies widely across region: Caledon and Halton Hills, for instance, do 
not have a local conventional transit system.
- In other low-density areas where ridership is low, a larger per-ride subsidy required to 
provide poorer standard of service than the TTC offers Toronto residents.
- It is clear there are issues of regional coordination that could be better addressed, but 
current arrangement does show a degree of responsiveness to local needs.



“...a tension we are condemned to live 
with because modern societies need to 

strike a balance between these 
principles rather than to treat them as 

mutually exclusive.”
- Kevin Morgan
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- Tension borne out in classic local government debate between consolidation and 
fragmentation of municipalities within a metropolitan area.
- Consolidationists argue city region needs shared public institution to address common 
issues: presumed to be more effective at coordinating services, addressing externalities, 
sharing costs, achieving economies of scale.
- Advocates of fragmented systems argue they are more democratic and responsive to local 
needs, and that almost every service has a different optimal size which favours forms of 
inter-municipal cooperation.
- Kevin Morgan puts it well by characterizing this enduring debate as “a modern analogue of 
the age-old tension between democracy and equality, diversity and uniformity, 
decentralization and centralization, a tension we are condemned to live with because modern 
societies need to strike a judicious balance between these principles rather than to treat them 
as mutually exclusive.”



Gray Coach Lines Terminal and Gray Service Coach
City of Toronto Archives, Fonds 16, Series 71, Items 9217 and 3821
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- Metropolitan or multi-tiered local government an attempt to address tension by 
establishing different municipalities to deal with local and crosscutting issues - however, 
services like transit not so easily dichotomized.
- When Metro Toronto formed in 1954, transit regarded to be within metropolitan remit and 
assigned to agency of the upper-tier municipality.
- Decision had drastic implications for its development.
- Photos taken around 1930 of suburban coach operated by TTC on service-for-cost basis 
and of coach terminal on bay that today remains a wholly-owned subsidiary of TTC.
- Prior to Metro’s formation, TTC would operate services like these only on self-sustaining 
basis.
- Metro’s early years saw expansion of bus and subway service into low-density suburbs at a 
loss, partly due to fact that suburban interests came to dominate council.
- Long-standing plans for a subway to replace streetcar along heavily travelled Queen Street 
shifted to back burner.
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- By early 1960s becoming clear that growth occurring on Metro’s fringe.
- 1965 Goldenberg Royal Commission called on provincial government to expand Metro 
Toronto planning area to address it.
- Two years later report of Metropolitan Toronto and Area Transportation study came to 
similar conclusions.



Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study, 1967
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- This map from latter study shows actual land use in 1964.
- Metro Toronto largely self-contained at this point, but beginnings of low-density sprawl 
evident - particularly extending along the lake, but also northward.



Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study, 1967
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- Writing was on the wall.
- This map illustrates the “trends plan” - development pattern the study concluded would 
occur by year 2000 based on existing municipal plans.
- Not too far off of what exists today: large swaths of low-density sprawl forming almost 
continuous band from Hamilton to Oshawa.



Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study, 1967
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- Study also set out four “goals plans” like this one that plans for a series of compact corridor 
cities with development concentrated near the lake constrained by a “parkway belt” in order 
to limit it and make transportation more efficient.
- This vision of development formed basis of planning in the 1970s.
- Unbeknownst to planners of the time, would be the origin of coordination problems region 
faces today.
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- For instance, 1970 Toronto-Centred Region Plan would have structured growth into series 
of regional centres secondary to growth in Toronto.
- Growth would take place along lake in form of distinct, identifiable communities.
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- Four regional governments or “mini-Metros” set up around Toronto to encourage orderly 
approach to managing development pressures in growth areas.
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- Based on recommendation of Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study, 
commuter rail service established in 1967 to link communities along the lakeshore.
- A runaway success.  In its first year, GO Transit carried 2.5 million passengers.



Toronto, 1967
Government of Ontario Transit: A New Approach to Urban Transportation
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- 1967 photo of Toronto’s central business district.
- Senior GO official remarks that comparison of this photo with today’s downtown illustrates 
its importance to Toronto’s economic growth.
- But also blamed for encouraging urban expansion.



Royal Commission on Metropolitan Toronto, 1977
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- Ultimately, well-intentioned attempts to thwart unstructured sprawl failed.
- Toronto region expanded roughly as trends plan had predicted, but with local government 
structure premised around a development scenario that would never come to be!
- Provincial government did little to enforce Toronto-Centred Region Plan; some of its 
actions may have exacerbated sprawl.
- For example, it supplemented highly successful lakeshore GO train with service north 
toward Georgetown and Richmond Hill in 1970s.
- Local politicians vying for development in regional municipalities around Toronto saw the 
plan as little more than provincial meddling, partly because they didn’t have a hand in its 
creation.
- By 1977, the Robarts Royal Commission would observe Metro’s relationship to the region in 
some ways resembled relationship between City of Toronto and its suburbs at time Metro was 
created.
- Photos from that report taken at intersection of Markham and Ellesmere Roads, near 
Metro’s northern boundary.  Photo on the left taken after Metro was created; photo on the 
right taken just twenty years later but shows it almost completely built out.
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- Commission’s terms of reference precluded changing Metro’s boundaries, but it did 
recommend creating a Toronto Region Coordinating Agency comprised of representatives of 
local and regional councils.
- Province rejected recommendation and took position that cross-boundary issues were its 
responsibility.
- By this point, provincial government establishing itself as regional government for whatever 
Toronto was growing to be.
- To that end, Commission also called on provincial government to play a stronger role in 
region’s development.
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- Recommendation to create Toronto region coordinating body echoed again and again in 
reports from variety of sources in decades to come.



Crossing the Boundaries: Coordinating Transit in the Greater Toronto Area, 1987
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- Like this one, most concluded a coordinating body was the preferred approach because it 
allowed for regional planning and locally responsive services.
- Most also repeated Robarts Commission’s call for more active provincial role in 
coordinating transit systems.
- Recommendations were ignored many times for lack of funding.
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But there were a couple of false starts:
- Toronto Area Transit Operating Authority created in 1973 to coordinate 15 separate local 
transit systems with GO Transit.
- Premised on idea that local municipalities would upload transit systems to regional 
governments, but having not been consulted many refused to and the Authority became 
nothing more than an operator of GO rail and bus service.
- Another false start occurred with 1998 creation of Greater Toronto Services Board, ironically 
because provincial government wanted out of transit altogether and needed body to operate 
GO Transit.
- This, too, was a short lived experiment.
- Some members wanted to take on additional regional coordinating responsibilities, but 
dissolution attributable to at least three reasons:
(1) some regional chairs serving on board felt it threatened their authority over services;
(2) provincial government unwilling to allow regional government to emerge, particularly after 
having rejected that option in favour of amalgamating Toronto;
(3) resistance on part of development industry concerned about additional red tape a new 
government might impose
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- Current provincial government has taken active interest in land use and transportation 
planning in Toronto region.
- A key step was creation of Metrolinx to lead coordination, planning, financing and 
development of integrated transportation transportation network.
- Within that mandate it has developed regional transportation plan and is investigating 
approaches to finance and governance.
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- However, despite region’s historically fragmented local government structure and the 
outward appearance of ill-coordination, a number of coordinative arrangements have 
emerged.
- This TTC map shows certain routes (in red) extending north of Steeles and past Toronto’s 
municipal boundary, primarily along major north-south arterials like Keele Street.
- For 25 years the TTC has operated these routes under contract to York Region.
- Used by over 13,000 customers daily.
- Regional municipality pays full operating cost of the service outside of Toronto based on 
actual proportional costs of operations and capital.



Image used under Creative Commons from wyliepoon
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- Toronto-York Spadina subway extension another example.
- Service north from Downsview to Vaughan Metropolitan Centre expected to begin in late 
2015.
- Joint task force comprised of staff of City of Toronto and the Regional Municipality oversee 
construction.
- Both municipalities, and the provincial and federal governments fund project.
- Operating costs and revenues to be borne by TTC.
- Illustrates that coordination does not require amalgamation: some impressive examples of 
coordinative behaviour are taking place in a fragmented city region.
- Within it, a number of local transit systems do a fairly good job of meeting varied local 
service needs but could to a better job of seeing the “big picture” to meet regional needs.
- How to move from ad hoc or one-off examples to sustained and regional approach?



2. THE GOVERNANCE MODEL WILL AFFECT 
THE OUTCOME
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- Governance can be structured to promote coordination.
- Will review two common governance proposals advanced in support of that objective:
(1) that influence of politicians over transit be limited;
(2) that the number of actors with a veto over plans be reduced through amalgamation.
- Each has limitations; will conclude with a third, under-explored but promising approach to 
encourage cooperation within existing politics and framework of multi-level governance.
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- Toronto Star columnist Christopher Hume has written that every aspect of transportation is 
political, and that this has long been the downfall of public transit in Toronto and area.
- This legacy of political interference goes back a long way.
- Newspaper clippings describe provincial cutbacks to transit made through the 1980s and 
1990s made by governments of all political stripes.
- Perhaps most stunning was Harris government’s cancellation of Eglinton subway after 
construction had started at a cost of $40 million to backfill the hole, in addition to $50 
million already spent on the project.



Opening of Construction, 1959
City of Toronto Archives, Fonds 1567, Series 648, Item 17
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- This kind of intergovernmental squabbling nothing new: it dates back to Toronto’s first 
subway!
- In 1946 referendum, Toronto’s voters approved construction of two subways on condition 
that federal government subsidized projects by 20 percent.
- Funding never materialized so TTC only built one of them.



Fred Gardiner
City of Toronto Archives, Fonds 1653, Series 2262, Item 32745-1
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- Although first Metro Chairman, Fred Gardiner, became an advocate for subway 
constructions, his attempts throughout the 1950s to secure federal and provincial funding 
for new lines were unsuccessful.
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- Authority for transit lies not only with local municipalities, but also with other orders of 
government and sometimes with the private sector.
- Debate between fragmentation and consolidation of local government has focused on 
horizontal integration of municipalities, but largely neglects vertical coordinating among 
orders of government and horizontal coordination of non-state actors.
- Even a consolidated local government encompassing the entire city region would find it 
difficult to go it along on transit.
- Implies necessity of collaboration and a shift from government to governance.
- However, problems can occur where more than one order of government is active in a 
policy field and where each has a veto over the plan.
- The large capital dollars required for transit infrastructure renders it difficult for any one 
order of government “go it alone” without impinging on other priorities: by its nature, the 
problem requires multi-level governance.
- Policies that rely on multiple governments can become fraught with blame; progress can be 
slow if it happens at all. 
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- This slide depicts political affiliations of prime minister, premier, and most senior local 
leader between 1980 and 2011.
- Solid vertical lines represent changes in leadership; dotted lines represent elections that 
occurred while a leader was in office.
- A couple of caveats:
(1) Local politics ostensibly non-partisan, so while known prior political affiliations noted, 
this is not meant to infer the will of council.
(2) Prior to Toronto’s 1998 amalgamation, Metro Chairman used as its most senior political 
figure, simply because the TTC was under Metro’s jurisdiction.
- Exceedingly uncommon for leaders with same political affiliation to be in office at more 
than two orders of government concurrently.
- Longest uninterrupted period where there was neither an election or leadership change at 
one of the orders was about two years, and one usually happens more often.
- So not surprising that achieving coordination difficult when actors and priorities change so 
frequently.
- Picture becomes much more complex when you consider that there are multiple local 
transit systems operated by municipalities in the Toronto region.



Metrolinx Board of Directors
The Big Move
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- In order to make progress, must overcome the veto that any one actor has over it.
- Two common proposals are (1) try to limit influence of politicians over transit, or (2) 
consolidate authority for it with single order of government.  Consider each in turn:
- Provincial government nominated new Metrolinx board in 2009 comprised entirely of non-
elected individuals with staggered terms.
- Majority of first board (pictured here) comprised of local politicians who together guided 
the development of regional transportation plan.
- Interviewees with experience with boards noted that change in composition corresponded 
with shift in emphasis from visioning to implementation: provincial government wanted to 
put a board in place with technical expertise, that could speed up the process and get money 
flowing to process.
- Also concern about parochialism on part of local politicians.
- Similar approaches have been taken elsewhere:
- British Columbia replaced board of local elected officials that governed TransLink, the 
Vancouver region’s transportation authority, in 2007.  New board comprised of non-political 
experts appointed by provincial government, although Mayor’s Council of 21 local 
representatives approves its plans.
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- Many reasons to appoint non-politicians to the boards echoed in reports on this slide.  
Among them:
(1) Appointment of members with expertise or experience in transit-relevant areas like 
engineering, urban planning, or finance.
(2) Board can continue its work through election cycles and changes in political agendas.
(3) Without obligation to specific constituency, non-elected members might avoid 
parochialism and discover regional sense of purpose.
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- Difficult to get politics out of transit in practice:
- Historical example: TTC was intended to be quasi-independent commission of Metro 
Toronto and was self-supporting based on fare box revenue when Metro was formed.
- Once Metro started to take on debt to fund subway construction, influence of politics 
became apparent.
- 1965 Goldenberg Commission observed that although TTC was quasi-independent in law, 
Metro council had determined its fare structure and the course of development of rapid 
transit facilities; concluded this was the necessary result of tax revenues paying more than 40 
percent of the system’s development costs and recommended more direct control of it by 
Metro politicians.
- Early experience paralleled twice recently:
(1) TTC Chair Karen Stintz stated in media that municipal politicians should be put back on 
Metrolinx board if province expects cities to cooperate in raising tolls or taxes needed to 
expand public transit.
(2) In Vancouver, local mayors rejected increases to TransLink’s property tax funding because 
of concerns over governance structure that has limited their oversight of operations.
- Seems clear that balance must be struck between involvement of politicians and experts; 
but there is little prospect of a purely expert-driven process so long as governments are 
footing the bill.



“Those who promoted transportation... 
plans for the Toronto region osten said 

that the success of any regional 
strategy depended on the cooperation 

of governments.”
- Frances Frisken
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- Second common proposal to consolidate authority for transit in the region
- Promising option from standpoint of achieving coordination because it theoretically 
eliminates many of the political actors that had a veto over plans.
- Amalgamated authority would have to be self-sustaining to insulate itself from demands of 
other governments.
- Consolidation with a single order of government (provincial, for example) would still mean 
transit is affected by provincial priorities.
- Early Metro experience demonstrates a consolidated system opens a pandora’s box of 
transit finance: local needs and services vary widely across the region, and demands to 
extend and improve services could only be avoided if taxation was assessed in accordance 
with level of service provided.
- Both solutions bring about their own problems.
- If it is accepted that multi-level character of governance will always play a role in transit, a 
third but under-explored option is to think about how actors can be encouraged to cooperate 
within existing framework.



3. FINANCIAL TOOLS CAN BE USED TO 
PROMOTE COORDINATION
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- Debates over finance and governance intertwined.
- Brief review of how transit financed, demonstration of how financial tools can be used to 
achieve “quick wins” for coordination, and discussion of their longer-term potential.



The TTC Story: Metro Transit System, 1960
City of Toronto Archives, Fonds 1567, Series 648, File 67
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- TTC historically recovered operating costs entirely from fares; provincial government 
required it to be self-supporting in early days.
- Achieved this by refusing to provide service in areas lacking high enough densities to make 
it cost effective, and by imposing a higher tariff on suburban riders travelling downtown.
- Map shows fare zones.  These were introduced in 1954 when TTC assumed responsibility 
for transit in much larger Metro area.
- By 1950s, the Commission’s finances took a triple hit:
(1) Took on debt related to subway expansion;
(2) Incurred higher costs after being required to provide services to lower-density suburbs;
(3) Despite service expansion, ridership declined nearly 40 percent during Metro’s first 
decade largely as a result of the automobile.
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- Transit operating budgets started to reply on government subsidies as well; provincial and 
municipal subsidies became a fixture of transit finance.
- Provincial operating subsidies at one time were quite signifiant: varied on population size, 
but eliminated entirely in 1997.
- Ontario made one-time contributions to TTC operating budget in three years during last 
decade; a portion of Ontario gas tax revenue was diverted from capital to operations between 
2006 and 2009 but this practice ended.
- Today the City bears the Commission’s entire operating subsidy.
- Unlike many other countries, federal operating subsidies nonexistent.
- Federal government has consistently provided capital subsidies over last decade, however 
have been ad hoc, often project-specific, and highly variable.  No national public transit 
strategy.
- Ontario government has provided capital subsidies to TTC every year since 2002; has 
committed to invest $9.5 billion in transit projects in Toronto region through Metrolinx and 
regional transportation plan.
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- Transit industry’s key performance metric is ratio of revenues to operating costs.
- Simplistically can be thought of as fare box recovery ratio: fraction of operating expenses 
covered by passenger fares.
- Remaining costs are covered by subsidies.
- Historically, a high fare box recovery ratio has been considered an indicator of high 
performance.
- By this metric, the TTC is a runaway success.  System’s fare box recovery of around 70 
percent is among highest of transit systems in the world.
- However, reliance on fare box also renders system sensitive to fare losses associated with 
coordinative behaviour, particularly when local taxpayer is funding operating subsidy.
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- Inflammatory headline belies serious point about state of coordination.
- Article details experience of woman prohibited from alighting from a Mississauga Transit 
bus travelling inside Toronto’s boundaries as a result of cross-border service agreement 
prohibiting each system’s buses from picking up or dropping off outside designated stops in 
each other’s jurisdiction.
- Known as “closed-door” operation, designed to ensure each system recovers fares for 
service in its boundary.
- In practice, also results in half-empty buses passing people at stops and necessitates 
separating buses at subway stations since TTC riders can transfer directly to subway.
- Senior transit system officials and politicians repeatedly explained that this problem easy to 
solve from technical standpoint; remains unaddressed because it would impose an additional 
unsubdized cost on the local system without perceived benefit to the municipality.
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- Provincial government has used subsidies to achieve transit policy goals in the last.
- Illustration of intermediate capacity transit system (ICTS) developed by provincially-owned 
Crown corporation in early 1970s.
- Trains developed to serve planned GO Transit-operated network in Toronto’s suburbs 
where demand higher than buses but lower than subways - a plan eventually cancelled.
- Around that time the TTC was extending Bloor-Danforth subway further into Scarborough 
using streetcars.
- Construction of streetcar system had begun when provincial government asked the TTC to 
switch to ICTS.
- TTC was uninterested until province threatened to pull financing, which accounted for more 
than 75 percent of the capital budget.
- Result was Scarborough RT.
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- Conditional subsidy used to promote technological choice in last example can be used to 
bring about coordination.
- In practice, has been done infrequently and only as a small portion of total subsidies 
provided.
- 100 percent subsidy established in 1979 for portion of transit route extending beyond 
municipal boundaries.
- Encouraged establishment of a number of new cross-boundary routes until discontinued in 
1984.
- At its peak, amounted to only 1.3 percent of total provincial operating subsidies paid to 
municipal transit systems.
- GO Transit’s more enduring fare integration subsidies provide >$7 million / year to local 
transit systems to provide a fare discount to customers who take local transit to their GO 
station.
- Amount of subsidy equal to 75 percent of local adult fare for passengers carried at a 
discount to and from GO system.
- When provincial operating subsidies were provided, all municipal systems with exception of 
Mississauga Transit subsidized remaining 25 percent so the ride to and from GO stations was 
free.
- Since loss of operating subsidies, all connecting systems in Toronto region impose 
surcharge to recover fare loss: today, must live in Barrie to ride for free!
- Lesson to be taken from examples is that local systems will participate in coordinative 
behaviour to the extent they are compensated for resulting losses.
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- PRESTO card a final example.
- Seamless regional transit fare card designed to offer a single form of payment across all 
systems; a precursor to thorny issue of integrating the fare structure itself.
- Developed on cost-shared basis between province and participating municipalities.
- Provincial investment of over $150 million in system with commitment to pay 1/3 of 
municipal capital costs for rollout.
- As region’s largest transit system, TTC’s capital costs for full rollout were pegged at $160 
million; agreed to participate on limited basis only.
- Commission investigated a competing open payment solution that it argued would be 
technologically superior, but more importantly could be had for less than the $50 million it 
budgeted for a new fare collection system.
- Provincial government itself paid to have PRESTO readers installed in 12 subway stations.
- In 2011 an agreement was reached that would see system rolled out on TTC in exchange 
for provincial government’s commitment to fund the underground Eglinton Crosstown LRT.
- Senior TTC officials and Commissioners have informed me that despite technological 
reservations, cost was primary concern and had guarantee to cover capital costs been in 
place their participation could have been secured much earlier.



Beyond the Periphery: Co-ordinating Public Transit in the Greater Toronto Area, 1994
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- Examples demonstrate cost of coordination to local systems is often the primary barrier to 
its achievement.
- Cost barrier to coordination emerged as constant theme throughout interviews and is 
reflected in primary documents.
- Take these excerpts from province’s 1994 task force on coordination (on slide).
- With few exceptions, provincial subsidies have provided no special incentive for 
coordination.
- New subsidies aimed at coordinative behaviour could be developed, or provincial subsidies 
could be made conditional on coordinative behaviour.
- Approaches could facilitate “quick wins” for coordination without need for organizational 
change.
- Broader implication is need to consider role financial tools can play promoting coordinative 
behaviour in any emerging governance model: carrot and the stick.
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- Today’s talk shared three preliminary insights based on early work in Toronto.
(1) Coordination does not require amalgamation; it has occurred on an ad hoc basis between 
municipalities for a long time.
(2) The structure of governance can affect the outcomes.  When any single order of 
government holds a veto over a plan, progress can be slow.
(3) But the small number of provincial subsidies that have been made conditional on 
coordinative behaviour have proven remarkably successful at encouraging it.
- In short term suggests many low hanging coordination problems can be solved with 
investment of money and foresight.
- Also suggests a strategic role for finance in overcoming some of the complexities of 
politics and multi-level governance in future approaches: how might this shake out? 
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- Thanks.
- Comments and questions always welcome.


